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APPLIED PROBLEMS OF MATHEMATICS AND MECHANICS

Yashar A. ALIYEV
NUMERICAL METHOD FOR CALCULATION OFDYNAMICAL PROCESSES IN BORING ELECTRICDRIVER WITH DISTRIBUTED PARAMETERSALLOWING FOR BIT JUMPING LOSSESAbstractIt is represented a numerical method for calculation of dynamical processesin boring electric drive including a unit with distributed parameters described bytelegraph equation in the process of bit jumping at rotor boring of oil wells.The peculiarity of dynamic properties of boring electric drive at rotor drillingis that its mechanical part { columns of drill pipes is an object with distributedparameters [1-7].At present, computer technology is widely applied to engineering practice. There-fore, a great attention is given to creation of numerical processes in systems withdistributed parameters.There are various numerical methods for solving dynamics problems in the indi-cated systems.Among them a method of �nite di�erences, both on \noevidence" and on "ev-ident" schemes, method of characteristic this [7,8] are widely used in engineeringpractice.Analysis shows that a general de�ciency of �nite di�erence method is that atchosen step by the form of the curve and by the accuracy of calculation it givesthe worst coincidence with the analytic solution with respect to the method ofcharacteristics [7,9].A numerical method [1] based on the theory of impulse systems and mathemat-ical device of discrete Laplace transform is one of e�ective numerical methods incalculating dynamical processes in objects with distributed parameter described bypartial equations of hyperbolic type.Such an approach allows to �nd dynamical processes proceeding in objects withdistributed parameters without �nding the roots of characteristic equation, expan-sion of operator coe�cients of wave propagation and operator wave resistance inseries that signi�cantly simpli�es mathematical computations and increases the ac-curacy of calculations.In the paper [1] on the bases of impulse systems and mathematical device itis represented an analytical method for solving telegraph equations for the initialpoint (x = 0) of the object with distributed parameters for 0; 05 � �T � 1; 5; 0; 05 �� �T � 1; 5(� is a wave attenuation coe�cient; � is wave distortion coe�cient; T =2� ; � is the time of wave run to one end of the object with distributed parameters).Approximation by lattice functions was performed for in�nite sum containingBessel functions. The functions represented by su�ciently prime expressions, coin-ciding well with approximated functions in the time intervals we are interested in,
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were chosen for the approximation. In the paper [2] the further development of theanalytic method [1] is given for numerical determination of transient processes inelectric drives with distributed parameters described by telegraph equations undersu�ciently complicated boundary conditions.In the given paper it given a generalized numerical method for calculating dy-namical processes in drilling electric drive with distributed parameters described bytelegraph equations at bit jumping.The essence of the suggested numerical method is in using discrete analogy ofintegral convolution equation [5-6].The advantage of the suggested numerical method is that it allows to �nd dy-namical processes in the initial system with distributed parameters for arbitraryvalues of �T and �T not going over to the domain of discrete images, expansionof operator coe�cients of wave propagation and operator wave resistance in series,and also to realize the transition from Laplace images of the desired functions tothe pre-image domain without �nding the roots of the characteristic equation. Thissignicuntly simpli�es mathematical calculations and extends the circle of practicalsolutions.The property of the given condition is the following. The column of the piperotates with angular speed !init:. MomentMinit: initial transmitted by a rotary tableto drill pipes is determined by the resistance moment of the rock. In consequenceof this the pipes undergo constant stress �. If the column of pipes rotates withangular speed !init: initial and the bit is jammed then in the system dynamic processcorresponding to the case jammed shaft end begins.The motion equation of the drilling electric drive at linear mechanical character-istics of an engine in the lattice form is as follows:

I (!H [n+ 1]� !H [n]) =T=� = a1 � b1!H [n]�Mc[n]; (1)
where I is inertia moment of the electric drive; a1 and b1 are mechanical character-istics parameters of the engine; !H [n]; Mc[n] are the values of rotation frequencyand loading moment of the electric drive in a lattice form for the initial point unitwith distributed parameters; � is any integer.The error of calculations is connected with the choice of the quantity �.In equation (1) the values of the loading moment Mc[n] is determined by thefollowing method.Dynamic processes proceeding in the columns of drill pipes as an object withdistributed parameters by calculating the friction between the strings and drillingmud are described by telegraph equations [1, 2, 5];

�@!@x = k1@M@t + k3M;
�@M@x = k2@!@t + k4!; 0 � x � l; (2)

where ! = !(x; t) is angular speed; M = M(x; t) is a torque; K1;K2;K3;K4 arethe coe�cients characterizing the elasticity, inertia, pliability and friction loss ofelementary part of drill pipe string; l is the length of drill pipe strings.
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Initial conditions

!(x; t)t=0 = !init:; M(x; t)t=0 = Minit:
Boundary conditions

!(x; t)x=0 = !n(t); !(x; t)x=l = 0;
where !H(t) is an arbitrary law of angular speed alternation at the beginning ofstrings.At the given statement the peculiarity of the solution for the posed problem isthat at boundary conditions the value of the functions !H(t) at the beginning of thebeginning solution of the stated problem is unknown. Its value is determined is thecourse of the solution of the problem.At adopted initial and boundary conditions, from the solution of the systemof di�erential equations (2) for the torsion moment we can represent the followingexpression in operator form for the initial point (x = 0) of strings

MH(s) = 1�(s) chlshl �!H(s)� !init:s �+ 1�(s) 1shl + Minit:s ; (3)
where  = (s) = 1�q(s+ �)2 � �2 is an operator constant of wave propagation;

�(s) = rsk1 + k3sk2 + k4 is an operator wave resistance of drill pipe strings ; s - isan operator of Laplace transform; MH(s); !H(s) is Laplacian image of functionsMH(t); !H(t); � = 1=pk1k2 is wave propagation speed.By the method suggested in [3-6] we can represent expression (3) as:
MH(s) �1s � k1(s)� = 1�

�k2(s) + k4k2k3(s) + k4(s)��!H(s)� !init:s �+
+1s Minit:s � Minit:s k1(s) + Minit:s 2�

�k3(s) + k4k2k7(s)
� ; (4)

k1(s) = e�2ls ; k2(s) = 1q(s+ �)2 � �2 ; k3(s) = 1s 1q(s+ �)2 � �2 ;
k4(s) = e�2lq(s+ �)2 � �2 ; k5(s) = 1s e�2lq(s+ �)2 � �2 ;

k6(s) = e�lq(s+ �)2 � �2 ; k7(s) = 1s e�lq(s+ �)2 � �2 � =
rk1k2�

wave resistance of drill pipe string ignoring losses; � = 12
�k3k1 + k4k2

� ; � = 12
�k3k1 + k4k2

�.In special case, if K4 = 0 then � = �. For � = 0 in so called balanced unitswhere the following ration of parameters holds.For the balanced unit (� = 0) coe�cient � becomes equal to the same value thatfor the unit without loss.
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On the basis of the convolution theorem [4-6] going over from equation (4) withrespect to the images to the equation with pre-images, we get:

tZ
0 MH (t� �) 1 (�) d� � tZ

0 MH (t� �) k1(�)d� = 1�
24 tZ

0 k2(�) (!H(t� �)� !init:) d�+

+k4k2
tZ
0 k3 (�) (!H(t� �)� !init:) d� + tZ

2l
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3775+

+Minit:
2664

tZ
0 1(�)k1(t� �)d� � tZ

2l
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1 (�) k1 (t� �) d� �
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2664

tZ
l
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1(�)k6 (t� �) d�
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tZ
l
�

1(�)k7 (t� �) d�
3775 ; (5)

whereK1(t); :::;K7(t) are the known pre-images of transfer functionsK1(s); :::;K7(s).We can solve integral equations (5) numerically if we substitute the integrals bysums.In this connection using the relation between continuous time t and discrete n inthe form t = nT=�[1� 6] (n = 0; 1; 2; :::) we construct the discretization of equation(5) at the chosen interval T=� by changing the continuous integration operation bythe summation using the rectangles formula.Here, instead of (5) we get the following expression in the lattice form:
nX

m=0MH [n�m]1[m] + nX
m=�k1[m]MH [n�m] = 1�

" nX
m=0(k2[m] +

+k4k2 T� k3[m]) + nX
m=�(k4[m] + k4k2 T� k5[m])# (!H [n�m]� !init:)�

�Minit: nX
m=�1[m]k1[n�m] + 2!init:�

nX
m=0;5�(k6[n�m]+

+k4k2 T� k7[n�m])1[m] +Minit:(n+ 1); (6)
where n < � for
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k1[n] =

8>><>>:
0

e��T + �T nPm=�+1e��T
� m I1��T� pm2 � �2�pm2 � �2

9>>=>>; ;
where n > �

k2[n] = e��T
� nI0��T� n

� ; k3[n] = nX
m=0k2[m]; k4[n] = e��T

� nI0��T�pn2 � �2� ;
k5[n] = nX

m=�k4[m]; k6[n] = e��T
� nI0��T�pn2 � (0:5�)2� ; k7[n] = nX

m=0:5�k6[m]:
Here nX

m=01[m]MH [n�m] = MH [n] + nX
m=0MH [m]: (7)

Allowing for (7) in expression (6) we get the following recurrent relation for thelattice function MH [n]:
MH [m] = 1�

" nX
m=0

�k2[m] + k4k2 T� k3[m]�+ nX
m=�(k4[m]+

+k4k2 T� k5[m])� (!H [n�m]� !init:)�Minit: nX
m=�1[m]k1[n�m]+

+2!init:�
nX

m=0:5�
�k6[n�m] + k4k2 T� k7[n�m])1[m] +Minit:(n+ 1)�

� nX
m=1MH [n�m]1[m] + nX

m=�k1[m]MH [n�m]: (8)
With regard to Mc[n] = MH [n] we can represent expression (1) as:

!H [n+ 1] = (T=�I) a1 + (1� Tb=�I)!H [n]� (T=�I)MH [n]: (9)
Thus, we obtain two connected among themselves one type simple recurrentrelations (8), (9) which allow for each moment of time n = 0; 1; 2; ::: to �nd alterna-tion of angular speed of the shaft !H [n] (12) and torsion moment MH [n] [4] of theinitial point (x = 0) of the system of drilling elliptic driver with distributed param-eters allowing for bit jamming losses that is indisputable advantage of the suggestednumerical method.Moreover, one-type property of algorithms (8) and (9) signi�cantly facilitatesthe calculations by the suggested method in comparison with the method stated in[1]. Various practical calculations were carried out by the developed algorithms insystems of drilling electric drives with distributed parameters allowing for the bitjamming losses and it was detected that the suggested numerical method as thechosen step by the form of the curve and by the accuracy of the calculation gives wellcoincidence with analytic solution in comparison with di�erence method. Moreover,
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the number of iterations by the suggested numerical method is signi�cantly less incomparison with di�erence method.Thus, the suggested numerical method may be widely used for solving a wideclass of problems of dynamics in systems of drilling electric drives with distributedparameters allowing for losses.
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